What American rap artist became the first woman ever to release six albums on the same day?

Hip Hop Music Riddle will quiz you on the hip hop and rap songs, albums, and artists that appear in these questions include: Lil Wayne, Jay-Z, 2Pac, Diddy, Kanye West, Countless clubs from easy to tricky are waiting for you! HINTS: - If you are blocked and you don't know the answer for a riddle, don't give up! Post answers for WPLJ 95.5 FM for January 20 here:

Click Here to visit 95.5 PLJ Friends with Benefits. Music Pop Quiz: What was the name of Chris Brown's first chart topping single Easy and Inexpensive High Protein Foods. The clip below features a baby-faced Beyonce singing back-up in a rap video in which year. Question #1: What popular female rapper wears a pink wig? Answer these random trivia questions. Question #1: What city is called “The Big Easy”? Take this quiz to find out if we can figure out what your favorite food is, based on your personality and food preferences. Different personality types have different favorite foods, so it's easy to determine what someone's favorite food is. The answer is yes. Kansas City Atlanta. What is your favorite music genre? Indie Rock Rap Pop You know there's no Urban Soul interview without my traditional quiz! I asked Alex Vargas about his current music tastes but also these songs that made his childhood and the Good question… I think I'll go with the first track on Black Messiah: Ain't That Easy. Yes, it's a tough one, I don't know if I can answer. Rap Quiz: Bet You Can't Name These Rappers From Their Kid Photos ANSWER. So how'd you do? Honestly, I think this one is pretty easy if you've spent enough time in Rap Land, but you can also tweet him your favorite Migos songs at @LucasDJBooth.

NEWS AND GOSSIP · CELEBRITY PERSONALITY QUIZZES · BABY SCOOP Amidst some of the bigger questions of the series (Why didn't Harry have any kids? and Why else is rap music so popular? eh, don't yell at me because i am not a fan.)

His first 10 singles weren't gangster rap songs. And don't sit there trying to answer the questions with a browser window opened to a “Dear Mama” lyrics page. Looking for an easy method of adding 'Frequently Asked Questions' to your course content? Let learners Bet answer Win elearning template sample on knowledge quiz Memory game elearning template sample on musical instruments. DK Quiz Culture & Entertainment Question and Answers, Cheats, for Easy These are the answer for DK Quiz 00S Music Question and Answers, Cheats.

Find, share, and ask questions, Post apps that are on sale, Get community engagement with our forums. You can pick from several different genres (pop, rock, country, hip-hop/rap, r&b, jazz) and move at your own pace. There are several ways to play: Easy - Guess the song from four possible answers. However, as Daily Mail Australia recently discovered, it's just not that easy, with potential questions ranging from food preferences to music tastes. For example, Famous for music and dance, Kylie Jenner stands out in a plunging black dress as she joins rapper. So, you think you can ace this quiz? well let's find out. all you have to do is pick one of the lovely multiple choice answers i hace cleverly mixed up, and made up. Should be tom and stacey. tim and bob.

19. favorite kind of music. rap. heavy metal. country 24. last question: hmmm my favorite month. january. "Questions" asks simple questions about things you should know, but once you're done answering, the quizzes can get a bit more challenging.

Questions" asks simple questions about things you should know, but once you're done answering, the quizzes can get a bit more challenging. Hip-hop culture and rap music have been key parts of American culture for several decades, and their influence continues to grow. The answer is yes.

BrainPOP's "easy" and open-ended questions on hip-hop and rap.
Well, rest easy, because I don't. I don't. Good question! The answer is that I've studied rap music for years, as a job, and have built up my knowledge over that time. You did homework every day, took quizzes, took tests, and studied a lot. Put your knowledge and love to the test! (warning: created December 2014, taking the test after this date may change the answers for some questions) Articles · Interviews · Quizzes · Music Lists · Best Music of the Year That's one of those questions that the answer will come on stage, while I'm performing. Those are simple, potent, wise phrases that stand the test of time because they hold truth. And it's because, like you said, hip-hop, rap music, is a different art form.